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The story of Exodus has its parallels in many religions, always with the same result: God
chooses one of his peoples over the others. We like these stories because in the one we
subscribe to, we are the chosen people. I have always rather thought God could have
spared man a lot of trouble by casting his net more widely, emphasizing universality

rather than tribalism, but there you have it. Moses gives Rameses his chance (free our
people and accept our God) and Rameses blows it, with dire results for the Egyptian side.
One of the most epic animated movies ever made was The Prince of Egypt by animator
and director Darusha Conroy, this movie is about Moses the Hebrew slave, he is brought
to the palace of Pharaoh to serve him and he turns the cruel experience into a chance to

overthrow the Egyptian Pharaoh and lead his people to freedom.it is said to be inspired by
the story of Joseph The movie begins in the burning sands of Egypt, with the slaves

singing a mourning song of deliverance and redemption. Moses mother places him in a
basket, praying for his safety. By Gods grace, Moses isfound and taken in as Pharaohs

son. We get to see a glimpse of Moses life in Pharaohs house, before he runs away after
accidentally murdering an Egyptian for beating a Hebrew slave. Years later, after much
conviction from God through the Burning Bush, Moses returns to Egypt. Journey through

the wonders of Ancient Egypt as two young men, raised together as brothers in a kingdom
of privilege, find themselves suddenly divided by a secret past. One must rule as Pharaoh,

the other must rise up and free his true people; both face a destiny that will change
history forever.
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The Prince of Egypt is an animation movie produced by DreamWorks
Animation and co-directed by Brenda Chapman, Steve Hickner and

Simon Wells in 1998. The film is an adaptation of the Book of Exodus
and follows the life of Moses from being a prince of Egypt to his
ultimate destiny to lead the children of Israel out of Egypt..The

pictures on this page are a collection of artworks created for this
movie. NC (vo): Released in 1998, Prince of Egypt was one of the last
major hand-drawn animated films that turned in a decent profit at the

time...uh, that wasn't Disney. Serving as one of the first major
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releases from then-new studio DreamWorks, this was their attempt to
show they could play with the big boys and turn in something as

massive as Disney. And to put it bluntly, this was my Lion King . Don't
get me wrong. I really liked that film, and I know how important it

was, but when you ask me what nostalgic animated movie I associate
with having big drama, big characters, big landscapes, big songs,

everything you associate with being epic that you watched a ton of
times in theaters and even more times at home, that was Prince of
Egypt for me. I loved the beautiful artistry, layered acting, visual

storytelling, and complex emotions. Though it did fine when it came
out, I think a lot of people still associate it with...well, kid's stuff. And

truth be told, you can see why. It is still a musical like many kid's
films, hand-drawn like many kid's films, has comic relief like many

kid's films... Brenda Chapman was the producer of Shrek and Chicken
Run and the executive producer of The Prince of Egypt. Steve Hickner

was the writer and editor who oversaw all the editing of the film.
Simon Wells was the editor for the animated sequences. Norman

Hope was the creative director and art director. I believe that those
were the only three people who had a hand on the film, outside of the
animators themselves. As a result of their editing and their choices on

choices, The Prince of Egypt is an extremely detailed film, both in
drawings and special effects. They even had their movie set in the
Ancient Egyptian style. And they made sure that the film was as
realistic as they could, so that it would be a fun experience. They

even added in some jokes to keep the sense of humor throughout the
whole film. 5ec8ef588b
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